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Abstract: The development of sustainable innovation (SI) is complex and risky due to the char-
acteristics and diversity of actors involved in its process. Little is known about the collaborative
process underlying this development. The objective of the paper is to explore the collaborative
mechanisms and dynamics that influence the process and characteristics of sustainable innovations.
The translation approach of the actor–network theory is applied to shed light on the collaborative
process of two cases of sustainable innovations within small- and medium-sized enterprises. The
sociotechnical graph method is used as a methodology to track the mechanisms and compare the
dynamics of their processes. The results reveal that the governance characteristic of sustainable
innovations and the moment of mobilization are essential aspects of the collaborative processes.
They show that, depending on the intensity and systemic impacts of SI, attraction and retention are
important mechanisms in the construction of the governance characteristics of SI. A manager who
uses these mechanisms during the mobilization of actors, having resources related to the governance
characteristics, succeeds in sustainable innovation development. The paper contributes to the liter-
ature on sustainability management by linking the ‘becoming’ of sustainable innovations to their
collaborative processes. It also informs managers on how to manage the collaborative process of
sustainable innovations by relying on a translation approach.

Keywords: sustainable innovation; collaborative process; actor–network theory; translation approach

1. Introduction

Sustainable development “does imply [. . . ] limitations imposed by the present state
of technology and social organization on environmental resources and by the ability of
the biosphere to absorb the effects of human activities” [1] (p. 24). This observation
implicitly urges a reassessment of social and technological change via the introduction
of sustainability (economic, social, and environmental) dimensions into organizations’
existing and new activities and, thus, into their innovations. This reassessment leads to
the development of sustainable innovations (SIs), defined as innovations that significantly
reduce their negative (or improve their positive) economic, environmental, and/or social
effects [2,3]. The implications of SIs for managers and organizations are debated within
different scientific communities [4–14]. One question raised during these debates, which
should help managers better structure the SI journey, is what a SI should be or what
characteristics should it have to ensure sustainability dimensions.

To that end, indicators and frameworks for characterizing SIs have been proposed by
academics [9,15]. Although scholars have not reached a consensus on SI characteristics, the
framework of [16] is recognized as useful to describe the common characteristics of SI. This
framework identifies eight characteristics (component, eco-efficient solution, eco-effective
solution, user development, user acceptance, change in product–service deliverable, change
in product–service process, and governance) grouped in four dimensions (design, user,
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product–service, and governance) to formulate the ultimate nature of SIs. However—like
the other frameworks—that of Carrillo-Hermosilla et al. focuses more on the identification
of SI characteristics than the collaborative process that shapes their ‘becoming’. Never-
theless, to understand the ‘becoming’ of SIs, the paper contends that we must shift our
thinking by considering ‘SI as process’ [2,17,18]. This idea is fed by three observations
stemming from the current literature on SIs.

First, according to scholars, the debate on SIs must evolve from a teleological to an
ontological perspective, which remains a gap in the literature [6–8,18–24]. The teleological
perspective strengthens the conceptual debate because it questions the purpose of SIs,
which is linked to their characteristics. The ontological perspective focuses on the proof of
this purpose and, implicitly, questions the ‘becoming’ of SIs, which is linked to their process.
In other words, to know what an SI should be, we must first understand how it is becoming
an SI. Second, the development of SIs is complex and risky due to their characteristics and
processes, which involves multiple actors with diverse interests or demands [7,8,14,25–29].
Therefore, the development of SIs will depend on the successful management of these
demands during the collaborative process. In this sense, the article suggests focusing on
the collaborative mechanisms and dynamics of SI development. Third, practitioners and
academics agree that SIs constitute a means of enhancing sustainability at different levels
of analysis. The paper focuses on small- and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs) since the
manager’s role is crucial in the development of SIs, and few studies target this level of
analysis [6,27,30,31]. Based on the above-mentioned observations, the article attempts to
answer the following question: how do the collaborative mechanisms of SME managers
and their stakeholders influence the characteristics and dynamics of SI processes?

To address this question, the paper suggests mobilizing the sociotechnical analysis of
the actor–network theory (ANT). The sociotechnical analysis of the ANT sheds light on a
translation approach, which is well suited to the study of SIs [18,32–34] at the level of the
innovating actor (such as a manager and his/her team) with an in-depth level of detail.
The translation is a process that consists of transformations and displacements of actors
who interact (collaboration), express their ideas, demands or interests (interpretation), and
adjust an innovation. During the translation process, the role of the translator (usually the
innovating actor) is to successfully manage the actor’s relationships and interpretations
by following the translation moments: problematization, interessement, enrolment, and
mobilization. The paper explores the process of collaboration rather than the process of
interpretation during the translation moments of SIs.

The sociotechnical graph (STG) method, derived from the ANT, is a methodology used
to explore the collaborative mechanisms and dynamics that lead to the SI development.
The STG is applied to two cases of SI developed by SMEs: a technological process to
counter Legionella bacteria and a biocosmetic product. The paper follows the conclusions
of [6,19,20,30,35], who emphasize the need to deeply and systematically address both the
‘what’ (characteristics) and ‘how’ (collaborative process) in the study of SIs. In this sense,
the authors underline the importance of adopting process views to study sustainability
issues and sustainable solutions. Furthermore, according to [36], several studies focus on
the design aspects of SIs and the analysis of their associated environmental characteristics,
but they hardly (or certainly, not systematically) address the understanding of SI as a
process, while they neglect the collaborative dimensions. Therefore, the aim of the paper is
to advance knowledge on the collaborative process that influence SI development, under
the lens of the process view of the ANT.

The results reveal that the governance characteristics and the moment of mobiliza-
tion are essential aspects of the SI collaborative process. Depending on the intensity and
systemic impact of SI, attraction and retention will be important mechanisms in the con-
struction of SI governance characteristics. Besides these results, the paper provides several
contributions about the social and interactive dimensions of SI development. By doing so,
the paper better informs managers about how to successfully manage the collaborative
process of their SIs.
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The remainder of the paper is structured as follows. After the introduction, Section 2
presents the theoretical framework. In Section 3, the STG method and data are described.
The results are analyzed in Section 4. Section 5 is the discussion, which describes the
contributions and implications of the paper, and concludes with the limitations of the
study.

2. Theoretical Framework
2.1. The Characteristics of Sustainable Innovations

Several frameworks (Table 1) are suggested to identify the dimensions of SIs [15,37].
That of [16] is one of the most cited and used in sustainability management literature. In-
deed, in several studies published in sustainability journals (see, for example [15,35,37–51]),
Carrillo-Hermosilla et al.’s framework is recognized as well suited to the identification or
characterization of SIs. For example, [51] found the framework useful in structuring the
characteristics of energy-efficient technologies. In [40], the authors noted that firms must
master diverse knowledge pertaining to the four dimensions of this framework. To reduce
the subjectivity in the assessment of eight characteristics, [37] quantitatively explored the
eight characteristics of SI developed by small firms. For their part, [15] used three of
the four dimensions (excluding governance) to select research review papers focused on
sustainable technological innovations. The authors of [38] reused the framework to identify
different types of SI, such as the technology, product, service, and business models.

Table 1. Examples of frameworks of common characteristics of SI.

Dimensions/Characteristics Definition of the Dimensions/Characteristics Authors of the Framework

Five SI dimensions. Operational, collaborative, organizational,
instrumental and holistic. [52]

Three dimensions, nine characteristics
and three levels of SOI.

Innovation objective, innovation outcome, and
innovation relationship to the firm at operational and

system levels (societal change).
[41]

Four dimensions and twelve
characteristics.

Capacity, supportive environment, activity, and
performance. [53]

Three dimensions: ECORE.

Eco-innovation (inputs and demands from potential
innovation partners, LCA actors, and stakeholders),
quality management (assessment of derived value

based on stakeholders’ requirements and acceptances),
and LCA.

[54]

Five behavior dimensions/three SI types.
Level of interactions (low, medium, and high) leads to
three degrees of SI types (incremental, limited radical,

and radical).
[31]

Three dimensions: sustainable business
model.

Value proposition, value configuration, and value
distribution. [48]

Three dimensions. Target, mechanism, and impact dimensions. [55]
Four dimensions and eight

characteristics.
Design, user, product–service, and governance

dimensions. [16]

Three dimensions and twenty-seven
characteristics: sustainability innovation

cube (SIC).

Target (environmental, social, and economic effects),
type (technology, product–service system, and

business model), and lifecycle dimensions
(manufacture, use, and end-of-life phases).

[56]

The Carrillo-Hermosilla et al. framework (Table 2) identifies four dimensions (design,
user, product–service, and governance) and eight characteristics (component, eco-efficient
solution, eco-effective solution, user development, user acceptance, change in product–
service deliverable, change in product–service process, and governance) to formulate the
ultimate nature of SIs. It includes a set of characteristics common to SIs, which “provide a
solid foundation for all parties involved to communicate on equal terms instead of on dif-
ferent understandings” of what an SI is [39] (p. 1495). For example, [16] examine the case of
Eco-Cement (a type of hydraulic cement produced from municipal waste incineration ashes,
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which provides a double environmental benefit: a reduction in the extraction of resources
and in the amount of waste) developed in 1999 by one of the leading Japanese companies in
the cement industry. By applying their framework, the authors identify the following char-
acteristics of the Eco-Cement: the incineration and the use of incineration ashes in cement
production are new components in cement production and waste management (design
of component addition); the Eco-Cement improves efficiency in cement production and
waste management systems by reducing CO2 emissions/ton cement, extracting chlorine
and heavy metals from the process and recycling them (design of subsystem change); it
is efficient and safe, but a partial solution for resource management because the waste
materials cannot be reused for the same or better purposes (design of system change); the
company, the academia and the public sector take an active role in the development of
Eco-Cement (user development); the cement industry relies strongly on an established and
dominant cement manufacturing technology that is the main barrier of the adoption of Eco-
Cement (user acceptance); the Eco-Cement does not consist of service dimensions (change
in user product service deliverable); compared to the dominant cement technology, the
new value chain of Eco-Cement includes waste collection and incineration, and separation
of incineration waste (change in user product service process), and, the Japanese author-
ities included Eco-Cement into the cement standard specification after consultation with
stakeholders (governance change). According to [16], the success of Eco-Cement is not only
due to its design, user, and product–service characteristics, but because “its development
involved intensive collaboration between the private and public sectors and substantial
consultation of other stakeholders” (p. 1082), which represents the governance dimension.

Table 2. Carrillo-Hermosilla et al.’s framework.

Dimension Definition Characteristic Definition

Design

From an environmental perspective, there are
two different design rationales to SI: redesigning

human-made systems to reduce their
environmental impacts versus the search for

minimization of those impacts. When these two
perspectives are combined with the degree of

compatibility/rupture of SIs with the established
techno-economic system, three different

approaches can be proposed to identify the role
and impacts of SI.

Component addition

Development of additional
components to minimize negative

impacts without necessarily
changing the processes/system that

generate those impacts, as with
“end-of-pipe” technologies.

Subsystem change

Eco-efficient solutions and the
optimization of subsystems, leading

to a reduction of negative
environmental impacts.

System change

It involves the redesign of systems
towards eco-effective solutions,
remodeling the environmental
impacts on the ecosystem and

society at large.

User

All innovations target certain markets. Apart
from economic demands, SIs also cover

sustainability issues. Firms can learn about both
by engaging with current and potential users.

Development
Identification of users that can

provide valuable inputs in
innovation projects.

Acceptance
Understanding user needs and

wants enhances the market success
of sustainable solutions.

Product–
service

A “product–service system” provides value to
customers through a “function” combining

products and services targeted at specific needs.
These systems are embedded in business models
and comprise sustainability aspects. The more

radical a SI is, the greater the change in the
underlying “product service system”, including
production, delivery, consumption, and disposal

activities within a network.

Deliverable

Consists of changes in the
product/service and value

delivered and changes in the
perception of the customer

relations.

Process

Consists of changes in the
value-chain process and relations

that enable the delivery of the
product–service and value capture.
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Table 2. Cont.

Dimension Definition Characteristic Definition

Governance

The more radical and systemic the SIs are, the
higher the likelihood that stakeholders beyond
the boundaries of the firm will be involved. The

growing importance of knowledge-related
cooperation has recently been stressed. Firm
governance is required in order to overcome

potential obstacles and to renew and maintain
cooperative relationships with all stakeholders.

Firm governance can also fulfill social
expectations of firm behavior.

Governance change

Changes in rules, norms, and
values, which potentially renew the

company’s structure and the
managers’ relationships with

economic, environmental, and
social stakeholders.

Adapted from [16,38,39].

For [38], each type of SI “is characterized by a singular configuration” (p. 344), which
is the result of collaborations and changes made by actors involved in their development
phase. According to Carrillo-Hermosilla et al.’s analytical framework, some SIs require
a combination of four dimensions and eight characteristics, which play a significant role
in understanding their multi-faceted nature and diversity. Although this framework
draws on a perspective according to which SI characteristics arise through the processes of
interactions between different internal and external actors, the authors do not examine how
these actors’ collaborations influence the nature and the development of SIs. According
to [16], the aim of their framework is to “identify the specific characteristics of different
[SIs] and analyse their variety” (p. 1082). Recently, [37,39] also used the same approach. Yet,
it is also important to understand the collaborative process underlying the development
of SIs because the way actors collaborate will determine the nature of the artifact (here,
a sustainable innovation) they wish to construct [57]. Furthermore, [30] state that, “the
understanding of the [. . . ] particularities of the [SI] process is crucial to manage it more
efficiently” (p. 1279). Therefore, the article focuses on the collaborative process of SI.
Additionally, in the literature, a set of approaches of innovation processes are mobilized to
achieve greater understanding of the collaborative process of SI [6,13].

2.2. The Collaborative Process of Sustainable Innovation

In general, the approaches of the innovation processes help us understand: (1) how SIs
are technically designed (new product development model); (2) socially adopted by users
(diffusion approach); (3) improved by complementary external actors (open innovation
model); or (4) adapted by a network of actors at different levels of analysis (sociotechnical
transitions approaches).

Indeed, the new product development (NPD) model [58,59] posits that the ecological
design of product innovations and the improvement of product sustainability performance
could be achieved by screening for environmental effects, analyzing their main problems, and
finding solutions [60]. In this sense, several methods and tools drawing on eco-design and
lifecycle analysis have been used [61]. For example, the authors of [60] propose a method,
emphasizing the role of product lifecycle management in reaching sustainable NPD. The
authors of [62] suggest a design for energy-efficiency (DfEE) as a top-down tool that improves
the design characteristics of sustainable products during the early stages of the NPD process.
However, it seems that the social effects and relational aspects have been neglected in the
NPD process [16,33,54,60,63]. Although the design dimension is important in determining
the environmental effect of SIs, the social and relational dimensions are also decisive in their
processes. The diffusion of the innovation approach attempts to overcome this limit.

According to [64], the diffusion process of innovations follows four phases (i.e., knowl-
edge, persuasion, decision, and confirmation) that lead to their adoption or rejection by
social groups of actors. The authors of [65] state that the diffusion of clean technologies
likely follows these four phases, “although far less research has been done on clean tech-
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nology than on normal technologies” (p. S17). In fact, in the SI literature, studies are more
focused on the factors of SI diffusion [49] than on the dynamics of that diffusion [42]. In
this sense, the authors of [66] recommend introducing a temporal dimension to better
understand the dynamics of SI diffusion. The authors of [67] explore this dimension in
the implementation of five environmental management accounting innovations within
organizations. Their study indicates that, in the SI diffusion process, “managers start with
one or a few tools and then expand their knowledge base and implement additional tools as
these appear to be relevant” [67] (p. 486). Overall, there is little knowledge on mechanisms
and dynamics through which SIs are adapted (development process) before being adopted
(diffusion process). In other words, the diffusion process comes after the characteristics of
innovation are developed. However, in the adaptation process, there are multiple external
interactions that are the focus of the open innovation approach.

Chesbrough’s [68] open innovation approach proposes that interactions and collabora-
tions with external partners and their integration into the innovation development process
improves innovation performance because the internal resources and competencies of firms
(especially small firms) are not sufficient at developing the innovation. In terms of the SI
process, it is taken for granted that a high level of collaboration with the external environ-
mental and social stakeholders is required because they give access to specific resources
(such as knowledge), and improve the sustainability performance as well as the acceptance
of SIs [6,25,69–73]. In this sense, the author of [74] found that “tight” collaborations, “loose”
collaborations or “bridging” collaborations are required to develop strong or weak ties with
suppliers who provide access to novel resources required by SIs. For [75], collaboration of
firms and stakeholders must range from progressive openness to limited openness depending
on the phases of the SI process. The study by [76], on the roles of different open-innovation
stakeholders, reveals which collaboration with the stakeholders fits best to strengthen SI per-
formance and acceptance. However, collaborations for SIs are not without skepticism, doubts,
hesitations, tensions, critical events, or resistances, due to the sustainability dimensions of Sis,
which are subject to different meanings, and the diversity of actors’ interests [18,24,28,77–79].
How these difficulties are managed during the collaborative process of SI remains understud-
ied. For some scholars, the difficulties are inherent to the shift toward sustainability, which
should be understood as a sociotechnical transition.

A sociotechnical transition is “a set of processes that lead to a fundamental shift in
socio-technical systems” [24] (p. 956). The shift is made by networks of actors, including
people (individuals, collectives), artifacts (e.g., social norms, regulations, technical stan-
dards, tools, knowledge), and natural objects (e.g., natural resources, raw materials) that
are influenced by social, organizational, institutional, political, economic, and technical
considerations. In other words, a sociotechnical transition involves actors who collaborate
under the influence of their own constraints as well as their own demands or interests.
As a kind of sociotechnical transition, sustainability transition is particularly a long-term,
multi-dimensional, and fundamental shift to more sustainable systems [23,24,80,81]. In
a sustainability transition, one particularity is that “what is considered sustainable can
be subject to interpretation and might change over time” [24] (p. 957). In addition, “a
solution to one [sustainability] issue could be detrimental to that of another” [28] (p. 298).
These collaboration challenges make the development of any solution to sustainability
more complex and riskier for managers and firms [29,56,79]. Therefore, it is useful to
understand how managers collaborate and deal with challenges during a sustainability
transition within their company.

Placing emphasis on, and analyzing the development of SIs at the level of actor
collaborations, involve adopting a micro-level analysis of actors and innovations [6]. The
authors of [82] note that sociotechnical transition approaches have generally overlooked
the “micro-level of innovating actors” (p. 444). For [43], few studies on sustainability
transition explore the micro-level dimensions of SIs. In other words, sociotechnical analysis
at the micro-level remains underexplored in the SI literature. The paper suggests using the
ANT to better explore and understand the micro-level of the SI collaborative process.
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2.3. The Sociotechnical Analysis of ANT

Latour [83], along with Callon, Akrich, Mol and Law, is the precursor of the ANT and
the approach of translation (We should note that one of the recent articles by Akrich, Callon,
and Latour that was published specifically in an innovation management journal (see Inter-
national Journal of Innovation Management) dates to 2002, but was originally published in 1988
in the French version. Moreover, many of these authors’ early works (usually dated to 1981)
that made the most impact on organization, management, and innovation studies [84–86]
are still cited today, even in SI literature (e.g., see [2,20,87–91]). The ANT is sometimes
referred to as the sociology of translation. As part of an interactionist perspective, the
ANT extends the foundations of strategic analysis in which actors, their interactions, and
demands are a central unit of analysis. Indeed, the strategic analysis consists in identifying,
for each actor (individuals or group of individuals) involved in a situation (a collective
action or a project), the social mechanisms that he puts forward during collaborations
with others to achieve his goals. Under the lens of strategic analysis, the ANT attempts
to follow the social mechanisms by which an innovator manages different or competing
demands between actors involved in the development of a sociotechnical project—such
as innovation—and stabilizes it. It helps us understand how an innovator steadily ties
(connected and assembled) over time a growing number of actors in a network which aims
to develop an innovation [83,84,92].

A network of actors or ‘actants’ comprises human and non-human constituents,
which influence the process and the nature of any artifact, such as innovation. Human
(through their representations, interpretations, interests, or demands) and non-human
actors (through their quality, physical or non-physical natural properties, or constraints)
are involved in an innovation process. Therefore, they are an influential part of innovation
characteristics. In this sense, analysts and scholars should not distinguish between them
or between society and nature: this is the principle of generalized symmetry [92]. This
principle, whereby humans (society) and non-humans (nature/environment) are ‘equal’,
is also promoted by sustainable development. For example, in the “proto-history of a
laboratory”, [93] describes an innovative project of extensive aquaculture of scallops where
the aim was to avoid the decline in the population of scallops (Saint-Jacques shells). This
decline would have a negative impact both on the ecological environment (represented by
larvae, scallops, and their related ecosystem) and the society (represented by researchers,
the fishers and their economic activities, the consumers and their insatiable social needs,
and other related stakeholders). Therefore, the larvae, the scallops, the fishers, the con-
sumers, and other related stakeholders are ‘equally’ involved and bound together in a
project driven by researchers, which development and success will depend on each of
these actors in the sense that: for the fishers to satisfy the insatiable demands of consumers,
researchers must first study and resolve the problematic behavior of scallops. The satis-
faction of consumer demands implies that the problems of larvae and scallops and the
difficulties around them must be solved.

However, the application of the principle of generalized symmetry generates opportu-
nities, as well as hybridization constraints that can create areas of difficulties (critical events,
tensions, doubts, misunderstandings, conflicts, controversies, etc.), which could impede the
development of an innovation. An illustration of the difficulties underlying collaborations
for innovation could be provided in the story of an ‘ordinary’ bicycle (developed in the
1800s) in the study by [57]: “In the case of the ‘ordinary’ bicycle: there was the ‘unsafe’
machine (through the eyes of women) and there was the ‘macho’ machine (through the
eyes of the young male ‘ordinary’ users). For women the bicycle was a machine in which
your skirt got entangled and from which you frequently made a steep fall; for the ‘young
men of means and nerve’ riding it, the bicycle was a machine to impress lady-friends”
(p. 68). In other words, the “ordinary” bicycle is the object of different interpretations or “in-
terpretative flexibility” [57] related to its characteristics, which result in various competing
individual projects. The final version of the bicycle will depend on social mechanisms used
by the managers to reduce the interpretative flexibility that characterizes the bicycle [57].
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According to [94], the promoters of an innovation can, in addition to rhetoric, resolve
difficulties through a technical transformation, and a technical or moral redefinition. To
better understand these mechanisms of resolving difficulties emerging from the collaborative
process of an innovation, let us take two situations from the story of the bicycle. In this case,
a first difficulty dealt with the issue of air-filled tires. Proponents of the solution claimed
it helped prevent wheel vibration, while other players believed it was a horrible accessory
that distorted the appearance of the bicycle. The proponents of the tire imposed their system
by showing that it solved another problem: the speed (technical redefinition). In another
situation, the promoters developed a specific model of the bicycle allowing women to ride a
bicycle in long skirts (wearing trousers was frowned upon in certain circles, particularly in
religious circles): a bicycle with a frame in amazon (technical transformation).

As we can see in these two examples, the promoters technically redefine the ‘ordinary’
bicycle (from air-filled tires to another system, to avoid wheel vibrations). Some operate
this redefinition by advancing aesthetic reasons (tires inflated with air are a horrible
accessory that distorted the appearance of the bicycle). The promoters also make a technical
transformation on the ‘ordinary’ bicycle by offering a model of bicycle mounted in amazon
so that women in long skirts can use it. Here, this technical transformation responds to
moral reasons in a context (in the 19th century) where the wearing of pants was “badly
perceived” or even prohibited in certain circles.

In sum, by analyzing the social mechanisms through which the difficulties emerging
from the collaborative process of (sustainable) innovation are resolved, we can understand
how the characteristics of this innovation are developed. In other words, if an SI exists,
it is not because of the materiality of its sustainability characteristics, but because of the
compromises, changes, or adjustments made by actors on these characteristics during their
collaboration. The translation approach of the ANT is a useful tool for the analysis of the
social mechanisms underlying a collaborative process of innovation.

2.4. The Translation Approach of ANT

The concept of “translation” is inspired by Harold Garfinkel’s ethnomethodology [95].
The translation is a process of displacements of actors involved in the development of an
innovation, and transformations of the innovation by inscribing their different demands
into its characteristics [93]. In this sense, the translation allows to attend a possibility of
hybrid configurations (hybridization) because the characteristics of the innovation reflect
the actors’ demands at different degrees. The process of translation has four moments
(problematization, interessement, enrolment, and mobilization) and different collaborative
mechanisms that consist of attracting and retaining stakeholders (Table 3).

Table 3. Description of the translation process.

Translation Moments Collaborative Mechanisms Manager’s Role

Problematization: consists in identifying
actors’ nature and interests, preferences,

demands, or individual issues.

How to become indispensable? The
innovator formulates a priori the issue and

his solution. This formulation implicitly
defines who is concerned and why. The

innovator finds the actors, who may have
an interest in getting on the solution,

proposed to resolve the problem.

Becoming indispensable to other actors
by defining the nature and the issues of
the latter, and then suggesting that the
innovation would resolve the actors’

concerns or join their demands.

Interessement: consists in defining
obligatory passage points (any material

or immaterial devices by which each ally
should inevitably go through if they want

to solve their obstacles/problems and
achieve their own interests), which are a

part of innovation characteristics.

How to lock into process? The innovator
locks allies through different mechanisms,
sometimes by breaking other relationships

that these allies had with others. The
success of interessement confirms the

validity of the problematization and the
alliance it implies.

Locking the other actors into the roles
that had been proposed for them in the

innovation development.
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Table 3. Cont.

Translation Moments Collaborative Mechanisms Manager’s Role

Enrolment: consists in assigning different
explicit or implicit roles, which facilitate

the sociotechnical development of the
innovation.

How to define and coordinate the roles?
The innovator stabilizes the process as

well as technical and social characteristics
of the innovation by assigning roles to the

actors according to their resources and
capabilities.

Defining and interrelating the various
roles he had allocated to others.

Enrolment is a successful interessement.

Mobilization: consists in recruiting new
allies, especially spokesmen or

intermediaries that legitimately represent
other humans, nonhumans, or artefacts

by their credibility, reputation, or
expertise.

How to mobilize representative
spokesmen? The innovator extends the

already established network during
enrolment with new representatives’

allies. This is necessary because, as with
the description of interessement and

enrolment, only a few allies are involved.

Ensuring that supposed spokesmen for
various relevant collectivities were

properly able to represent those
collectivities and not betrayed by the

latter.

Adapted from [2].

The moments of translation processes do not necessarily occur one after the other.
However, each of them marks a progression in the translation [93]. The dynamic of the
innovation process changes when there are difficulties at any moment of the translation.
It could also fail if the innovator cannot reconcile the competing demands. During these
moments, a large part of the work of the innovating actor is that of “inscribing” his
demand in the characteristics of the innovation. When actors agree with this demand, they
collaborate with the innovator. In this sense, they are inscribed in the innovation. When
actors disagree because they have competing demands against that of the innovator (and his
allies), they “describe” the innovation by displacements. Therefore, innovation is adapted
by them if the innovator agrees. Inscription refers to all the types of transformations
through which an entity becomes materialized into a sign, an archive, a document, a piece
of paper, a trace. It is in the incessant variation between “in-scription” and “de-scription”
that actors are attracted and retained throughout the translation process and that the
innovation takes shape over time. Throughout the translation process, two categories of
mechanisms can be used to deal with various demands and to inscribe essential elements
of actors’ demands into the innovation: (1) attraction and (2) retention.

First, key actors (actors with key resources) involved in the translation process must
be attracted by the innovator (or sometimes by the actor who has critical resources): the
attraction mechanisms. In doing so, the innovator must ideally ensure (1) that the number of
actors linked together in the network steadily increases (new actors who have participated
in the process in a previous version of the innovation may find themselves associated in
the next version); and (2) that no key actor is lost throughout the collaborative process
or leave it (meaning that the innovation has a good yield). Second, key actors must be
retained by the innovator: the retention mechanisms. In this sense, the innovator must
ideally ensure (3) that the negotiations attenuate through adaptations or changes; and
(4) that the characteristics of the innovation steadily stabilize (which means that it became
a “final” reality). The translation mechanisms are transversal to the translation moments,
and each phase allows to attract and retain actors during the process.

Some researchers have highlighted the relevance of the sociotechnical analysis and the
translation approach of the ANT in understanding sustainability issues and SIs. Indeed, [33]
finds that the ANT “(1) expands the purview of analysis to the larger web of people and
things that co-constitute energy systems; (2) gives visibility to previously inconspicuous
actors and processes; (3) actively engages with ignorance and uncertainty in scientific
experimentation, and (4) identifies alternative ways of assembling technologies, people
and environments that are fairer and more sustainable” (p. 106). The authors of [34] also
recommend drawing on the ANT when they foresee the need for an exploratory study
to analyze the dynamics of actors’ networks during the front end of the SI process. The
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authors of [96] examine a web-based carbon management application (an SI that reduces
carbon emissions) through the ANT and conclude that the approach puts the SI process
in a different light. Using the ANT, the authors of [96] show how actors’ cognitions are
inscribed into a company’s sustainable business model innovation. The authors of [97]
rely on the ANT when analyzing the adoption process of solar-powered food storage
technology. The authors of [87] use the ANT as an analytical framework from which to map
the collaborative process of SI through networking dimensions in non-profit organization
within a cultural village.

However, to our knowledge, no study has explicitly investigated, with a micro-focus
approach, the mechanisms used by managers to deal with actors’ demands during the col-
laborative process of SI. The tendency, although embryonic in sustainability literature [18],
is to partially apply the ANT approach with a macro focus (see, for example, [91,98–101])
rather than a micro-level analysis of innovating actors [24,43]. A micro-level analysis
provides an in-depth level of detail that is required in the understanding of sustainability
processes within an organization [30], such as SMEs [2,31]. By applying the STA and the
translation approach of the ANT, the paper aims to provide an in-depth level of detail
on the collaborative process of SI. Derived from the ANT, the sociotechnical graph (STG)
method is also used as a methodology to follow the mechanisms and the dynamics of this
collaborative process.

3. Method and Data

A process research strategy (Figure 1) is recommended to analyze the process of
complex organizational phenomena, such as innovations [86,102] for sustainability [18].
In such research, a qualitative strategy is useful when exploring phenomena that are less
or poorly explored and understood [103], such as managing the collaborative process of
SI within SMEs. Under these conditions, scholars must define the perspective (weak or
strong), the focus (after-the-fact or in-the-flow), and the approach (inside or outside) of the
process they wish to use [103].

Figure 1. Framework for the research design. Inspired from [104] (p. 5).
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Firstly, the strong process perspective is used in the present process research. Unlike
the weak process perspective, which focuses on the link between the preexisting phase
and the next one, the strong process perspective highlights what happens in these phases
and, therefore, the content of the process. The content of the process encapsulates the
actors’ interactions and demands that can be captured with a strong process perspective.
Secondly, the focus of the present process research is on exploring the ‘after-the-fact’ process,
which starts with the finalized SI and returns to how it was developed. For [105], this
retrospective analysis has the advantages of focusing data collection efforts on specific
aspects of the process studied. In this sense, it provides information on the aspects of
the process that we want to better understand. These are some advantages that real-time
analysis does not provide, although real-time analysis remains the most promising in
terms of the richness of the analysis of data collected. Moreover, the retrospective analysis
or after-the-fact focus used in our study has also been applied by sustainability studies
using ANT (e.g., see [2,18,91,96,99,100]). Lastly, the study follows an inside approach that
consists in capturing the meaningful experiences of actors involved in the SI process. The
abovementioned process research strategy was applied to a case study method.

3.1. Case Study and Selection

A case should be unique to provide additional knowledge and it is also well suited
for exploring innovation processes [102]. A case is unique when it is a particular object of
study and has instrumental value (i.e., used to illustrate the relevance of a theory). The
case is unique in that it “derives its excitement and justification through little more than a
particular phenomenon [and] it is very special in the sense of allowing one to gain certain
insights that others [ . . . ] would not be able to provide” [106] (p. 20). At the same time,
it is also a good means of persuasion and a very powerful example when it represents a
‘talking pig’ [106]. Finally, the case is unique when it occurs in a specific context [107] or
in “a particular organization precisely because it is very special in the sense of allowing
one to gain certain insights that other organizations would not be able to provide” [106]
(p. 20). Using fictitious names, a brief context of the selected cases of SIs is presented in the
following paragraphs to show to what extent they are unique cases.

3.1.1. The Case of the Legionella Preventive Treatment (LPT)

The LPT is a technological process to counter Legionella bacteria developed by a
company of 115 employees created in 1965. The company evolves in the treatment of the
industrial wastewater sector. It develops and commercializes chemical, mechanical, and
water treatment solutions for private and public organizations. As designed in 2009, the
final version of LPT includes a bacteria detection process, a disinfection program, and a
counselling service (sensitization, training, and monitoring) to prevent the occurrence of
the Legionella bacteria. However, an existing solution is used as standard in the sector for
many years. In 2012, a Legionella epidemic arose and resulted in a dozen deaths and over
100 infected people in Quebec, Canada. The standard solution showed its limits during the
epidemic. Unlike the standard solution, the LPT is unique in using non-toxic and ecological
treatment products (vs. the standard solution that uses toxic products) and in detecting the
bacteria within 24 h (vs. 2 weeks for the standard solution). Unfortunately, the managers
(vice-president of sustainable innovation, vice-president of communication, technical
manager, sustainability manager) failed to obtain a law (an environmental regulation) from
members of parliament (and supported by the public health service) that would turn the
LPT into the sector’s new standard in Quebec. As respectively explained by the technical
director and the sustainability coordinator of the company:

“The development of our technology has been a challenge above all because no company
uses it, although in the world of scientific research its basic foundations are known.”

“I have met about 300 companies, over 1000 managers. The problem is the analytical
technique used in our green chemistry was very controversial for those of the managers
who were chemists, scientists, or researchers. The preference was for the more traditional
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analytical technique. Under these conditions, my message was no longer focused on our
technology, but on the passing of a law or a new regulation.”

3.1.2. The Case of the Fair Biocosmetic (FBC)

The FBC is a biocosmetic product developed by a company of 22 employees created in
2005. The product is made from 100% argan oil directly purchased from Moroccan women’s
(Berbers) cooperatives. By collaborating with the Moroccan cooperative, the company
thus contributes to boosting the local economy. The argan oil is transformed in Quebec to
obtain a molecule without resorting to the process used to manufacture synthetic cosmetic
products. The FBC is packaged in a biodegradable and compostable container made of
corn polymers and labeled with recycled paper. Through discounts or bonuses, customers
are encouraged to return empty containers. The company reuses some containers in the
production cycle and sends others to a Quebec cooperative that transforms them into
jewelry. Before achieving the FBC in its final version, the managers (the founder and the
vice-president) faced challenges to develop a biocosmetic that involved various key actors
(biochemists, cosmetologist, support organizations, financial institutions, and certifiers).
According to the founder:

“Developing a cosmetic product from plants and especially argan oil was not really done
when technology allowed it, at least we believed in it. So, we did a lot of compromises
as well as research and development (20% of turnover) for almost two years to arrive
at an ecological and fair product certified by Ecocert (Ecocert is an independent orga-
nization responsible for monitoring, on the ground, the respect of environmental and
social requirements through its own standards (e.g., ecological and biological cosmetics).
Through its contribution to the development of organic farming, this company has become
a benchmark for organic certification worldwide.) and Québec Vrai (Québec Vrai is an
organization accredited in Quebec to certify products according to ISO standards as well
as to verify the supply chain of certified products.).”

The selected cases are unique, because (1) they are developed in the specific context
of SMEs from different sectors, and (2) their collaborative processes show two different
stories of failure and success. The selection is based on methodological expediency as
indicated by [108]. The methodological expediency consists in selecting cases that give the
opportunity to study the phenomenon and facilitates the entry of the researcher into the
field [108]. However, the cases must be controlled by selection criteria [107]. There are four
selection criteria in our study:

1. The innovation must follow the definition of SI: as indicated in the introduction of
this paper, SIs are innovations (such as technology, products/services, organizational
or commercial methods, institutional change) that significantly reduce their negative
(or improve their positive) economic, environmental, and/or social effects.

2. The SI must be developed within SMEs: the manager’s commitment to sustainability
issues, the organizational flexibility of SMEs, the closed relationships (proximity) with
stakeholders, and the importance of external collaborations, are unique to the context
of SMEs, and are conditions needed to develop SIs [31,109,110].

3. The SI process must be representative of a failure and a success. Whereas the “ten-
dency” is often to neglect the failure and to emphasize the success, behind the failure,
there are more lessons to learn from than the success [111,112]. It is the moment when,
for a future situation, someone can give advice or insight to another individual [111].

4. The story of each SI development must allow observing interactions between actors
and difficulties emerging from this process: the authors of [111] warn against believing
for a moment those edifying stories of innovations that retrospectively invoke the
absence of competing demands that generate difficulties during the collaborative
process.

Following these criteria, the selection process begins with the exploration of two
official documents published by different organizations: Enviro-Access (a Canadian orga-
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nization whose mission is to promote the development of environmental technologies) and
Novae (a web portal, promoting managers who develop SIs with a particular approach).
Thirty companies were found, and within these companies, seven cases were selected be-
cause the manager instantly responded to the invitation (by email) and agreed to participate
in the study, which facilitated the entry of the authors into the field. Moreover, the SMEs
were not known before. Therefore, this is purely a case study. In the email, a summary of
the study is presented, and the manager was asked if he/she would agree to participate in
the study. Finally, the process allows selecting two cases of SI, each representing a failure
case and a success case.

3.2. Data Collection and Organizing

Data used in this study (Table 4) originate from unstructured (by telephone) and
semi-structured (face-to-face) interviews made and recorded by the author and manually
transcribed (verbatim) by research assistants. Press archives (public documents, such as
newspapers and videos found on the web) collected via a database called “Eurêka” (see
Appendices A and B) and reorganized minutes of meetings (private documents provided
by the managers) were also used. The meeting minutes give some idea of the content of
discussions between the manager and his partners.

Table 4. Description of collected data.

SI Case Creation Size Sector Participants Time of Interview Documents

Legionella
Preventive

Treatment (LPT)
1965 115

Treatment of
industrial

wastewater

V.-P. Sustainability
innovation

1 h (telephone), 4 h
(face-to-face) 10 (private)

16 (public)
01 (video)

V.-P. Communication 2 h (face-to-face)
Technical manager 2 h (face-to-face)

Sustainability manager 2 h (face-to-face)

Total 4 11 h 27

Fair Biocosmetic
(FBC) 2005 22 Cosmetics

Founder and president 1 h (telephone), 4 h
(face-to-face)

15 (private)
20 (public)
02 (video)Vice-president 2 h (face-to-face)

Total 2 7 h 37

The telephone interview provided some idea of the relevance of the case study and the
reasons for continuing with it. The purpose of the face-to-face interview was to produce a
story of SI based on the manager’s narrative. During this in-depth interview, the manager
was invited to speak in detail (e.g., dates, actors, interests, obstacles, processes) about the
collaborative process of the SI. Some questions relying on the [113] (p. 59) questionnaire
(which focused on the processes of SIs in SMEs) were asked to guide the semi-structured
interviews.

The confidential nature of the SIs (this is often the case with innovations) and the
limits of the retrospective perspective (which does not allow questioning past external
actors when the SIs were developing) did not help to interview other actors outside the
companies. However, the private and public documents consulted made it possible to
learn more about these actors and the events during the SI processes. Since the content of
public documents (i.e., press archives) was developed by other individuals (journalists),
the manager was invited to confirm or refute some extracts during the in-depth interview.
The interviews were translated verbatim and completed with meeting minutes.

The variety of sources allowed the triangulation of the data collected [114]. The
triangulation consisted of the integration of different primary (interviews) and secondary
(meeting minutes and press archives) sources of data. The NVivo software (version 12 for
Mac) was used to easily combine and organize these data (Figure 2).
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Figure 2. Process of data organizing in NVivo. Adapted from [2].

Since managers express themselves freely during interviews, their statements are not
systematically chronological [115]. The authors organized the data with NVivo following
thematic nodes (which corresponded the translation mechanisms and controversies) by
providing a temporal and sequential ordering of the texts through narratives, which were
nested data. In this sense, the analysis with NVivo was conducted in a deductive way.
For [83], “A good text brings to light networks of actors when it allows those who write it to
draw a set of relationships defined as so many translations” (p. 190). In [116], the authors
note that the narrative offers a better understanding of sustainability transitions. According
to [86], understanding the narratives used by managers to legitimate their actions and
innovations is critical. To minimize the potential biases inherent in these narratives, we (the
author and two research assistants) carried out revisions facilitated by NVivo’s iteration
process. As with the verbatim interviews, the narratives were validated by the managers.
The manager’s narrative was transcribed in scripts by applying the STG method, which
consisted of coding the data collected.

3.3. The Sociotechnical Graph Method

The STG made it possible to highlight information (qualitative converted in quan-
titative data) and to visualize the path followed by an innovation [117]. It consisted of
coding the significant parts of the managers’ statements about innovation. All sequences
of statements represent the sociotechnical script (STS) of the managers’ narratives. The
STS is a graphic representation of the dynamic of the collaborative process in which actors
interact and adjust. The coding process follows three steps (Table 5).

Table 5. Description of the coding process.

Step Definition Interpretation

1. Manager’s script

A to Z

Actors involved in the SI process. They
follow an alphabetical order indicated in a
box, on a horizontal line, and a brief
description.

The association (or substitution) connects previous and new
actors to the SI. Actors can leave the process and they are
replaced (substitution) or not by new actors.

1 to n
SI transformations or versions that follow a
numeric order indicated in a bubble and on a
vertical line.

All change stemming from critical events leads to a new
version of the SI.

Symbol //

At the end of each statement, the symbol
indicates a brief description of critical event
or difficulty about the process (e.g., tension,
controversy, skepticism, lack of resources).

The presence of difficulty interrupts the association of actors
and leads to a new version of the SI.
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Table 5. Cont.

Step Definition Interpretation

2. Indicators of the translation process

Nn
New actor: actor recruited during the
transition from one version to another.

The greater the number of new recruited actors, the more
irreversible the SI. Ideally, the number of new actors should
show a steady increase.

An
Ally: actor maintained in each version of the
SI.

The greater the number of allies, the more attractive the SI is.
Ideally, the number of allies should show a steady increase.

En

Project exploration index: E is obtained by
considering the rank of the letters in
alphabetical order.

The number of actors that have at least once been mobilized
in the SI process. Some SIs are more attractive if they
mobilize many new actors through the process.

ANAn
Aggregate of new actors: number of new
actors mobilized.

The degree of the attachment of new actors who move from
the indicator Nn to the indicator An+1. Ideally, the number
of new aggregated actors should show a steady increase.

LNAn Lost new actors: number of new lost actors. The degree of the defection of new actors who leave the
process.

3. Index of the translation process

Sn = An + Nn
Size of the network: sum of allied and
recruited actors for each version.

The greater the number of allies and new actors, the more
the network solidifies. Ideally, the size should show a steady
increase.

INn = Nn/Sn
Index of negotiation: IN takes values
between 0 and 1.

If the ratio is high, it indicates that few new actors are being
retained throughout the SI process. A stable SI should
require only minimal reconfiguration or renegotiation of its
characteristics as it spreads in time and space. Ideally, IN
should show a steady decline.

Rn = An/Sn−1
Index of reality: R takes values between 0
and 1.

The ratio compares the number of actors retained from the
previous statement to the total number of actors in the
present one. Ideally, R should remain consistently high
throughout the SI process, which means the robustness of
the SI project.

Yn = [Σ ANA − Σ
LNA]/En

Index of yield: Y takes values between 1 and
–1.

The capacity of the SI to attach itself to an increasing
number of actors without losing them in the process. Ideally,
Y should be consistently high and/or positive and
increasing through the process.

At step 1, the manager’s narrative was reduced to a series of separate statements.
The statement began when the manager identified a sustainability (at the moment of
problematization) issue that was to be targeted by an SI idea or project. On a horizontal
line, each statement indicates (A, B, C, and so on) the associations or substitutions of actors
(human and/or non-human) and the critical information of the process (e.g., information
about the SI and the process, tension, difficulty, etc.). The first or initial version of the SI,
coded (1), was modified for the next version, which was coded (2), (3), and so on (n), if
either a new actor was associated to the process (due to critical information) or if one of the
old actors (these are the cases of actors D and C in the LPT process, and actors B and G
in the FBC process) was replaced by another actor. If there was no information (from the
manager) mentioning that an actor had defected or had left the process, it was repeated
from one version to the next (vertical line). Moreover, when a series of actors coded in a
previous version of the SI remained in the next version, it was repeated in the statement by
indicating the number of the previous version. However, we should ensure that an actor is
not coded twice in the same statement. The STSs of managers’ narratives are presented in
Figure 3 (LPT, FBC). Steps 2 and 3 are the results of the transformation of the STSs.
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Figure 3. The managers’ sociotechnical scripts for each SI.
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Step 2 consisted of transforming the above STSs into numbers by quantifying (see Table 5)
at each version (n) of the SI the associations/substitutions of actors during the SI process, by
using indicators (Nn, An, En, ANAn, and LNAn). At Step 3, the indices (Sn, INn, Rn, and Yn) of
the SI process were calculated. These indices help to measure attraction (number of actors and
index of yield) and retention (index of negotiation and index of reality). Moreover, the process
of one type of SI may be more interactive than another due to the actors’ interactions and
controversies. Here, these indices enable the comparison of different versions of the same SI
(internal comparison) and different SI processes (external comparison). Finally, sociotechnical
diagrams were built to represent the dynamic of the translation (or collaborative) process. The
diagram plunges the SI process into a geometrically coherent space so that each significant
variation of the indices makes sense.

4. Results
4.1. The Characteristics of the SIs

To describe the characteristics of the SIs, we applied the Carrillo-Hermosilla et al.
framework (Table 6). Indeed, the LPT reached the end of its development process. However,
it failed to be accepted due to the lack of a law (governance characteristic) that would give
it the legitimacy to be used as a standard in the industry. Here, the standard solution still
prevailed for the stakeholders and the public health service (user acceptance characteristic).
Unlike some changes made to the SI characteristics (e.g., the adding of a disinfection
program with ecological products) during the process, the managers especially failed to
construct the governance dimension because the passing of a law was beyond their control,
despite attempts to convince (with the mobilization of the association for innovation
in chemistry and the Quebec Building Authority) members of parliament. The lack of
environmental regulation (a law) and the prevalence of a standard solution impact the
subsystem and system characteristics of the LPT: if the LPT is not supported by a law and
accepted in the industry, it cannot be used at the systemic level and, therefore, loses its
relevance. According to the technical manager:

“In Canada and Quebec, there is no company that has such technology, and it takes
expertise to be able to apply it. Rather, companies in the industry have been using another
well-known technology for many years. However, it has shown its limits in the fight
against the bacteria and does not consider environmental aspects (e.g., excess concentra-
tions of chlorine and ineffective chemical treatments harmful to the environment) and
social (e.g., risk of contamination to humans due to the very long detection time of the
bacteria, i.e., two weeks, toxicity of the treatment products which may have negative
effects on health).”

Table 6. Description of the SIs’ characteristics.

SI Characteristics LPT FBC

Design

Component addition: includes an analysis and
screening service in 24 h, a disinfection program

with ecological products, and service of
counselling to prevent the bacteria.

Component addition: the FBC replaces synthetic
excipient (parabens) by vegetable excipient (argan

oil); biodegradable packaging; fair trade with
women’s cooperative from Morocco.

Subsystem (eco-efficient solution): by using a new
technological process to treat the Legionella, the

LPT introduces change in the industry.

Subsystem (eco-efficient solution): the FBC
integrates the whole process, as the processing used
to obtain molecules is different from those used in
the synthetic cosmetic industry, and the company
reuses the packaging in the production process.

System (eco-effective solution): by changing
radically the duration of the analysis (24 h vs. 2

weeks), and the way to treat the bacteria
(prevention and use of non-toxic product), the LPT

contributes to the public health system.

System (eco-effective solution): the FBC follows a
fair-trade approach in which biodegradable

packaging becomes input for the production process
of the company, and raw materials for other

industries, and has no negative impacts on human
health.
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Table 6. Cont.

SI Characteristics LPT FBC

User

User development: R&D partnership with a
professor help to develop the process-service.
However, the employees are opposed to LPT

because it changes the way of working.

User development: women’s cooperative,
biochemists, and a cosmetologist work with the

company.

User acceptance: such as the Public Health Service
of Quebec, owners of cooling towers (consumers),
including companies, are not obliged to use LPT.

They prefer using the standard solution.

User acceptance: demand from consumers sensitive
to ecological aspects. Other consumers do not make

differences between ecological and synthetic
cosmetics.

Product–service

Product–service deliverable: the company does not
only make analyses in 24 h and treatments with

non-toxic products. It also offers a service of
counselling to prevent the bacteria from growing

and looks after cooling towers.

Product–service deliverable: the company
transforms its business from selling cosmetics to

offering a service including discounts and bonuses
to bring back empty packaging and the reuse of this

packaging.

Product–service process: the LPT changes the
value chain process for treating the bacteria and
requires a change in the maintenance of cooling
towers, which prevents the appearance of the

bacteria.

Product–service process: the FBC includes the entire
supply chain during the production, consumption,

customer service, and post-disposal of products. As
a fair-trade product–service, it is certified by Ecocert

and Quebec Vrai.

Governance
To become a standard in the industry, the use of

the LPT requires the passing of a law by the
members of parliament.

Argan price variations also depend on the market
and makes it difficult to negotiate with women’s

cooperatives.

Unlike the LPT, the FBC achieves its development process and has been accepted.
However, during the process, the SI changes in its component addition, product–service
deliverable, and product–service process dimensions: from cosmetic to 100% argan oil
cosmetic and, lastly, to fair-trade biocosmetic. For example, the managers use the expertise
of biochemists and a cosmetologist to develop an efficient FBC. They also integrate (1) a
service, including discounts and bonuses to bring back empty packaging and allow the
reuse of this packaging; and 2) a fair-trade approach (certified by Ecocert and Quebec Vrai)
to keep the women’s cooperative mobilized in the process. According to the founder:

“There are two types of cosmetics, i.e., synthetic cosmetics using excipients derived from
the oil industry, and biocosmetics which use vegetable excipients and certified organic.
For a cosmetic to carry the organic label, it must meet the reference codes of the various
organic certification bodies. Therefore 95% of its ingredients must be certified organic.
Herbal excipients are as effective as chemical excipients. They also provide vitamins,
minerals, proteins, and unsaturated fatty acids to the skin. Another advantage is the
absence of side effects caused by parabens derived from petroleum which are used as
preservatives and emulsifiers in the cosmetics industry. Indeed, these are found more and
more in cancerous tissues. Therefore, in Europe, cosmetics companies have almost all
removed them from their products, but here in Quebec, 75% contain them.”

Compared to the LPT, the governance dimension is less crucial in the case of the FBC
because it could be managed by the company: passing a law is more difficult than helping
a women’s cooperative to ensure regular income. One particularity of the development
of the SI is that it requires specific resources (expertise and sufficient money) that the two
SMEs do not have and, therefore, they need to collaborate. Moreover, the shaping of SI
characteristics during the collaborative process raises one question: how does the FBC
succeed in reaching the end of its development and in being accepted, unlike the LPT? To
answer this question, the following section will analyze the dynamics of the SI collaborative
process related to their characteristics.
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4.2. The Collaborative Process of SIs

The data show that the capacity of the manager (and his team) to stabilize the SI
process is crucial in the ‘becoming’ of the SI. As a reminder, the stability of an SI depends
on the way the translation process is conducted and the collaborative (attraction and
retention) mechanisms that are deployed. Table 7 consists of applying the translation
approach of the ANT to describe the collaborative process of the two SIs and its influence
on the SI characteristics. It shows that, although the SME managers follow the translation
process, one of the companies (about the LPT) failed at the moment of mobilization, which
had an impact on the governance dimension.

Table 7. Description of the SI collaborative process.

Translation LPT FBC

Moment Collaborative mechanisms Target characteristic Collaborative mechanisms Target characteristic

Problematization

After business travel in
France, the manager (V.-P.,

Sustainable Innovation)
notes that there is no

regulation in Quebec to
prevent the Legionella,
which caused deaths in

many European countries.
The LPT (in its initial

version) could be the best
solution to Legionella in
Quebec compared to the

standard solution.

Component addition: the
initial version of the LPT
includes an analysis in 24

h and a service of
counselling to prevent the

bacteria.

Through an international
cooperation internship in

Morocco, the manager
(founder) decides to help a

women’s cooperative
threatened with losing their
argan oil activity by buying

their production. Back in
Quebec, the manager thinks
that she could use the argan
oil to develop a biocosmetic.
The biocosmetics could be a
best solution compared to

synthetic cosmetics.

Component addition: the
initial version of FBC will

include argan oil, a
vegetable excipient

extracted from argan tree,
which is not harmful for

humans.

Interessement

The company has no
sufficient resources

(expertise and money) to
invest in a new laboratory

for developing the LPT.

Component addition:
adding of a disinfection
program with ecological

product.

The managers have no
resources (expertise and
money) to develop the
biocosmetic and finds a

biochemist’s company to work
with them.

Component addition:
combination of the argan
oil with the paraben. This
combination will improve

the efficiency of the
biocosmetics according to

the biochemist.

The technical manager
works with a professor
interested in the project
linking to his research

interests. The latter helps
the company to find

money (from a research
subsidy) and suggests

improving the
sustainability

characteristics of the LPT.

User development: R&D
partnership with a

professor will help to
develop the LPT.

A financial institution agrees
to invest in the project if the

biochemists’ company is
associated and argan oil can be

supplied regularly from
Morocco to Quebec.

The manager decides to
collaborate with a

cosmetologist (expert in
vegetable excipient such as
argan oil). A collaboration

between the biochemists and
the cosmetologist could be
beneficial for each party in

terms of expertise exchange.

User development:
financial and R&D

partnership with the
financial institution, the

biochemists and the
cosmetologist

The V.-P., Sustainable
Innovation, also tries to
attract an association of

owners of cooling towers.

User acceptance: such as
the public health service,
owners of cooling towers
prefer using the standard
solution rather than the

LPT.

To interest consumers, the
company also improves the

sustainability characteristics of
the FBC.

Product–service
deliverable: the company

transforms its business
from selling cosmetics to

offering a service
including discounts and

bonuses to bring back
empty packaging and the
reuse of this packaging.
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Table 7. Cont.

Translation LPT FBC

Enrolment

Employees refuse to be
enrolled as developers in

the project because it
changes the way of

working.
The technical manager

and the professor are the
producers of the LPT in

the new laboratory.
A sustainability manager
position is also created for

promoting the LPT.

Product–service process:
the technical manager

reassures them that the
development of the LPT

will, on the contrary,
improve their capacities.

The biochemists and the
cosmetologist collaborate (as

producers) to develop an
efficient biocosmetic.

As the provider of the argan
oil, the women’s cooperative
wants to charge the company
at the right price (higher than

the market price).

Component addition: the
FBC will be an efficient
biocosmetic only made

with 100% argan oil.

Mobilization

Before the epidemic, the
V.-P. of Communication

and the sustainability
manager mobilize the

members of parliament to
pass a law, as well as the
public health service, the

Quebec Building
Authority, the media, and

the association for
innovation in chemistry to

support this idea.
Thereafter, a Legionella
epidemic will appear in

the province, causing
deaths.

Governance: although the
LPT have been used

during the epidemic, it
fails to become an

industry standard because
that requires the passing
of a law by the members

of parliament. The
members of parliament
refuse to take a new law.
The public health service

refuses to support,
because of the existence of

the standard solution.

To keep the women mobilized
into the project, the manager
agrees to pay the right price.
This approach will be valued

in the biocosmetic by
certifications (Ecocert and

Quebec Vrai).

Product–service process:
the FBC includes the

entire supply chain during
the production,

consumption, customer
service, and post-disposal

of products. As a
fair-trade product–service,
it is certified Ecocert and

Quebec Vrai.

The mobilization of allies, which contributes to the stability of the SIs, is quantitatively
expressed in Table 8 by four indicators (S, IN, R, and Y). As a reminder, the stability of the
process depends on the attraction and retention mechanisms. The attraction is measured by
the number of actors (S) and the index of yield (Y). The retention is measured by the indices
of negotiation (IN) and reality (R). The data in Table 8 are the results of the indicators’
quantifications and the application of the calculation formulas indicated previously in
Table 5 (description of the coding process).

Table 8. Indicators and indices of the dynamic of the translation process.

Version LPT FBC

n Indicator Index Indicator Index

N A E ANA LNA S IN R Y N A E ANA LNA S IN R Y

(1) - - 4 - - - - - - - - 2 - - - - - -
(2) 1 3 5 1 1 4 0.25 - 0.00 2 1 4 2 1 3 0.66 - 0.25
(3) 2 2 7 2 2 4 0.50 0.50 0.00 2 3 6 2 0 5 0.40 1.00 0.50
(4) 3 4 10 3 0 7 0.42 1.00 0.30 2 5 7 2 0 7 0.28 1.00 0.71
(5) 1 7 11 1 0 8 0.12 1.00 0.36 2 5 9 2 2 7 0.28 0.71 0.55
(6) 3 8 13 3 0 11 0.27 1.00 0.53 3 7 11 3 0 10 0.30 1.00 0.72
(7) 3 10 15 3 1 13 0.23 0.90 0.60 3 10 14 3 0 13 0.23 1.00 0.78
(8) 5 9 19 5 4 14 0.35 0.69 0.52 2 13 16 2 0 15 0.13 1.00 0.81
(9) 2 11 19 2 3 13 0.15 0.78 0.47 2 15 18 2 0 17 0.11 1.00 0.83

(10) - - - - - - - - 4 17 22 4 0 21 0.19 1.00 0.86

Indicators are needed to calculate indices, and to understand the quantification of
indicators. Let us take an example in the case of the FBC by following its sociotechnical
script (see Figure 3) and the data (indicators) in Table 8 (Nn, An, En, ANAn, LNAn):

• Version (1): there are two actors (A and B) at the beginning of the process. Actor A
holds the rank 1 and B, the rank 2 in the alphabetical order (E1 = 2) meaning that
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the FBC have interested two different actors. The sustainable issues of the classic
cosmetics (derived from parabens and harmful to humans) lead to the development
of the FBC (version 2).

• Version (2): two new actors (C and D, N2 = 2). Actor A remains in the process and then
becomes an ally (A2 = 1), C holds the rank 3, and D, the rank 4 in the alphabetical order
(E2 = 4), meaning that the FBC has interested four different actors. The aggregation
of new actors mobilized in the process is ANA2 = 2 (i.e., C and D), but B leaves the
process (it is a loss, LNA2 = 1). The socioeconomic issue of the cooperative’s women
prompts the manager to pursue the development of the FBC (version 3).

• Version (3): two new actors (E and F, N3 = 2). All actors at version 2 (i.e., A, C, and
D) remain in the process and there are now three allies (A3 = 3). E holds the rank 5
and F, the rank 6 in the alphabetical order (E3 = 6). The aggregation of new actors
is now ANA3 = 2 (i.e., E and F), no loss of actors (LNA3 = 0). The development of a
biocosmetic made with 100% argan oil needs R&D capacities, which the manager does
not have (version 4).

• Version (4): two new actors (G and B come back in the process, N3 = 2). All actors at
version 3 (i.e., A, C, D, E, and F) remain and there are now five allies (A4 = 5). G holds
the rank 7 in the alphabetical order (E4 = 7), the aggregation of new actors is ANA4 = 2
(i.e., G and B), and no loss of actors (LNA4 = 0). The biochemist company proposes to
combine argan oil with paraben (version 5).

• Version (5): two new actors (H and I, N5 = 2). All actors at version 3 remain (A5 = 5),
H holds the rank 8 and I, the rank 9 in the alphabetical order (indicator E5 = 9). The
aggregation of new allies is ANA5 = 2 (i.e., H and I), but G and B leave the process
at version 4 (LNA5 = 2). The manager does not have resources to invest in ecological
biocosmetics (version 6).

• Etc.

In general, the analysis of the indicators shows that if the LPT succeeds in attracting
external and internal (e.g., employees) stakeholders at the moments of problematization,
interessement, and enrolment, it fails to retain the external stakeholders at the mobilization
moment. According to the managers:

“The company embarked on the development of the innovation which will involve internal
players, namely the company’s laboratory technicians. The latter foresee a change in their
tasks which will henceforth be devoted to the development of the technology. For some
technicians, especially the oldest in the company, given that it is a question of solving a
problem that does not yet exist in Quebec, it is not necessary to invest in the development
of a new analysis technology if there is already a technology that has a broad consensus
in the industry. We must be content with conventional technology while focusing on the
use of ecological products instead of toxic products. For technicians, the company can
stand out above all in terms of treatment with ecological products. Based on this new idea
coming from the laboratory technicians, we decide to develop a prototype that combines
the new analysis technology and treatment with ecological products.” (Vice-president
of SI)

However, the FBC steadily attracted and retained crucial stakeholders (e.g., bio-
chemists, cosmetologist, women’s cooperative) in its overall translation process. According
to the founder:

“Thanks to biochemists and the cosmetologist, I understand that I can use the argan oil to
develop a cosmetic product thus ensuring regular income for the women’s cooperative. I
did not know anything about the cosmetics industry. The more I learned about this world,
the more I realized that many of the ingredients in cosmetics are derived from petroleum,
and people put them on their faces! Under these conditions, I understand that there is
another opportunity that presents to me: showing Quebec women the virtues of argan oil
for their skin.”
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To observe with an in-depth level of detail, the dynamic of the SI stability during their
collaborative processes, the data in Table 8 are represented by sociotechnical diagrams
(Figure 4). These diagrams plunge each SI into a geometrically coherent space so that each
significant variation of the indicators helps us understand how the FBC succeeds in its
attraction and retention process, unlike the LPT.

Figure 4. Sociotechnical diagrams of the collaborative process of SIs.

The LPT reaches the end of its development process, but it fails to be accepted by
external stakeholders (e.g., association of owners of cooling towers, public health service,
members of parliament).

“Owners of cooling towers were telling me that it’s not even mandatory to do preventative
testing, although they know their cooling towers are contaminated. In fact, they don’t
want to do it for economic reasons. And it reminded me of the movie called ‘Erin
Brockovich Alone Against All’. In this movie, people in a small town in California
contracted serious illnesses (such as cancer) caused by drinking water containing toxic
discharges from the cooling water of a factory. In short, owners of cooling towers
resistance have led us to focus on the legislative aspect.” (Sustainability manager)

“For representatives of Public Health Services, although they are convinced of the rel-
evance of our technology, but it is not the standard in North America and Canada,
although it allows screening in 24 h with products that are not harmful to humans and
the environment, while with usual technologies, it takes 15 days with toxic chemical
treatments.” (V.P. of an SI)

“Thus, faced with 15 members of parliament we present ourselves as ‘the representatives
of the bacteria’. We ask MPs to wear a pin bearing the sign of the bacteria. Our arguments
were first supported by the crises that took place in France, the United Kingdom, Australia,
and above all, by the existence of legislation in France, a country from which the laws of
Quebec are generally based.” (Sustainability manager)

“For some members of parliament, ‘there is already a regulation’; which is not in fact
the case. For others, ‘we must not frighten the population since there is no epidemic,
and anyway there is already the classical technology to fight the bacteria if it occurs’.
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The company claims that this technology has shown its limits even in France in terms
of response time and the negative environmental impact of treatments. In addition,
a law can be adopted for prevention. Among these members of parliament, only one,
himself a scientist, supports the ‘representatives of the bacteria’. He then offers to discuss
the case with his colleagues. Finally, the meeting gives birth to a mouse.” (V.P. of
Communication)

Indeed, from versions 3 to 8, the LPT attached itself to a growing number of actors and
its yield (Y) increased. This attraction can be explained by the fact that the LPT requires
more closed (compared to the PPT) than highly opened development at this time and
must therefore mobilize more internal actors (over which the manager has control) than
external ones. However, when the time comes to integrate critical external stakeholders,
the managers fail. As proof, the SI did not attach itself to the environmental regulations
(Y = 0, version 3, Table 8), owners of cooling towers (Y = 0.53, version 6) and to members
of parliament (Y = 0.52, versions 8). These critical actors have remained unwavering allies
of the standard or classical technology, which is the LPT’s “competitor”. In addition, they
will negatively impact the SI throughout its process. Moreover, at these versions, we can
see that the number of actors increased (S = 4; 11; 14) with peaks in the index of negotiation
(IN = 0.50; 0.27; 0.35), while the index of reality decreased (R = 0.50; 1.00; 0.69). It is only in
terms of the Legionella epidemic in 2012 (version 8) that the LPT will be temporarily used
and therefore will demonstrate its robustness. However, the managers failed to retain the
critical external actors, which would have given it legitimacy.

“In 2012, a Legionella epidemic broke out in Quebec, and the media echoed the families of
a dozen dead and more than a hundred infected people. The company is then called to the
rescue first by the media and then by the authorities in place, the ‘Régie des Bâtiment du
Québec (RBQ)’, the Public Health Services and the city where the contaminated tower
was located.” (VP of an SI)

“For us, this makes all the difference in a crisis situation and with regulations that require
periodic screening. However, a collaborative attempt to establish comparison protocol from
similar samples to validate the two technologies fails, after the epidemic.” (Technical
manager)

In contrast with the LPT, the FBC reached its development processes and its acceptance.
At version 5 until the remainder of the process (version 10), the FBC offers an ideal
representation of attraction and retention. More precisely, the number of actors (S = 7
to 21) and the yield (Y = 0.55 to 0.86) steadily increased together, while the index of
negotiation (IN = 0.28 to 0.19) decreased, and the index of reality (R) was consistently at its
maximum (R = 1). How does the manager do that? Every time, the manager adjusts, finds
compromises, and especially uses actors (e.g., biochemists, cosmetologist) who legitimize
the project throughout the process. For example, the managers allow the biochemists and
cosmetologist to work together, as they have different areas of expertise and interpretations
of what an effective biocosmetic should be.

“A first meeting then takes place with biochemists. They make me understand that
although argan oil has virtues, but it contains large molecules that hardly penetrate
the skin. However, in the case of cosmetics, consumers often expect products that have
quick effects, are suitable for different skin types, and are adapted to the climate. Under
these conditions, biochemists believe that we must first develop products which combine
argan oil with synthetic excipients, therefore, not vegetable. According to biochemists,
‘Although it is possible to extract active ingredients from argan oil that ensure good
penetration into the skin in specific places, it remains a technical challenge that requires a
lot of money’.” (The founder and president)

“Having heard about what I did to help the cooperative, the cosmetologist then contacted
me and offered to prepare, on a voluntary basis, a 100% natural cosmetic whose composi-
tion rarely exceeds the five ingredients, a record for the cosmetic industry. In fact, she
told me that it costs between $25,000 and $55,000 to develop a cosmetic product. She
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offered to pay her when I sold my first product. To develop this cosmetic, I propose a col-
laboration between the biochemists and the independent cosmetologist. The involvement
of these two actors strengthens the credibility of the product, which can therefore benefit
from the financial support of the Business Development Bank of Canada to finalize its
realization.” (The founder and president)

The managers also found a compromise when they accepted to pay the right price to
the women’s cooperative, despite the constraints of the international market.

“The meeting is held with about sixty Berber women. Discussions mainly revolve around
volumes and prices. While volumes can be assured, market-dependent prices cannot.
The strong variations in the price of raw materials, which are caused by human beings,
artificially increase prices by 20% each year. For me, it would be unfair to charge its
variations to women who only extract an oil from a natural resource (the argan tree)
of which the human being is not the creator. So, I was torn between the economics of
the product and what it was emotionally for me. I decide to pay the right price to the
women.” (The founder and president)

At the same time, however, they had the idea of integrating a certified fair-trade
approach into the characteristics of the FBC.

“Thereafter, I got the idea to add a component to ecological cosmetics that reflects and
even justifies the sacrifice made in terms of price: cosmetics that are not only ecological,
but also fair. However, to be qualified as fair, the cosmetic must pass certification
processes.” (Vice-president)

“The ecological and fair cosmetics being ready, we meet the distributors of classic cosmetic
products as well as ecological and fair products. With the latter, partnerships are easier.
They know their business, their customers, their environmental language and above all
they know how to present biocosmetic products. This is not the case with distributors
of traditional cosmetics such as pharmacies. For them, the word ‘green’, ‘organic’, is
not what is in their language. Rather, it’s the word, ‘high efficiency’, and the prices that
count. So, we must be able to prove it to them. Which we did very well, telling them that
our products are as effective if not more than what is available on the market. And in this,
the certifications obtained from Ecocert and Québec Vrai help us enormously because
they also certify the quality of the product.” (Vice-president)

As with Ecocert and Québec Vrai (the certifiers), the biochemists and the cosmetologist
gave the FBC its legitimacy through their certifications (for a fair-trade approach) and their
recognized expertise (for the efficiency and environmental aspects of the cosmetic). In other
words, the managers used them as credible representatives of the SI, which are important
at the moment of mobilization in the translation process.

5. Discussion and Conclusions

The results reveal that the dimension of governance and the moment of mobilization
have been, among others, crucial in the collaborative process of the SIs and in their char-
acteristics. Indeed, the LPT fails to be accepted as a standard solution (as the managers
wanted) at the system level (especially at the level of the industry and in Quebec) despite
its sustainability characteristics and its efficiency during the epidemic. In other words, the
sustainability characteristics of SI are not sufficient at ensuring its successful development.
The acceptance of the LPT requires the passing of a law by the members of parliament and
a support from the public health service, which will oblige the industry and the consumers
(e.g., owners of cooling water) to use the LPT. In this sense, the results show that the LPT is
more systemic than the FBC and seems to be more radical: it implies change at system level.

According to [16], SIs, “[ . . . ] particularly when they are radical and require techno-
institutional system-level changes, are difficult to achieve because the prevailing system
may act as a barrier to the creation and diffusion of a new system” (p. 1078). There-
fore, some SIs, having impacts at system level, may require major governance innovation
(e.g., regulation of unauthorized resource use, monitoring, collective choice) that refers
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to changes in norms and values potentially leading to new organizational or structural
changes at sector or society level [16]. For [23,39], the development of radical and systemic
SI goes beyond firm boundaries and connects the firm to society. A radical and systemic SI
also creates more skepticism, doubts, hesitations, tensions, and resistances than incremental
SI [18,24,28,77,78]. That highlights the importance of a high level or a “tight” collaboration
with crucial stakeholders [6,25,70,74], not only regarding knowledge resources as men-
tioned by [29,44,72,73]. The results show that a high level of mobilization of actors who
have legitimacy resources (such as law, regulation, norm, etc.) are also important in the
collaborative process of SI.

From a theoretical perspective, the knowledge gaps identified by the research question
proposed in the introduction have been addressed by the study. As a reminder, we want
to explore the collaborative mechanisms that influence the characteristics and dynamics
of sustainable innovations. The STA and translation approach of the ANT helped us to
explore the collaborative process of the two SIs and the ‘becoming’ of their characteristics.
First, in terms of advantages, STA forces us to confront the sociotechnical ‘give-and-take’,
or the determinism observed in the literature and used to analyze the characteristics and
the development of SIs. Second, the study contributes by showing that the translation
approach of the ANT could be a relevant model to understand the development of SIs as
process [2,17,18]. According to [18,86,103], these scholars interested in studying “innova-
tion as process” may embrace a very different agenda with new theories and methodologies
focusing on collaborative dimensions. Especially, for [18], the ANT will be worthwhile to
understand sustainability and SI as a process. In other words, the ANT can provide very
useful theoretical and methodological tools as well as a language to analyze these dimen-
sions. By applying the translation approach of the ANT to the collaborative process of the
two SIs, the paper follows the conclusions of [6,19] who emphasize the need to address
deeply and systematically both the ‘what’ (characteristics) and ‘how’ (collaborative process)
in the study of SIs. The study links the ‘becoming’ of SIs to their collaborative process
and creates a much better understanding of the development of SIs. It also contributes to
reduce the gap of SI theoretical approaches related to collaborative dimensions [6,7,30,118]
by using the translation approach of ANT.

From a methodological perspective, by applying the STG method to the process of
different SIs, the paper makes it possible to compare the dynamic of different SI collabora-
tive processes, which is rarely analyzed in the literature. The STG allowed us to follow the
dynamic of the collaborative process of the two SIs, as well as to quantify and compare
the processes. Respectively, as conceptual, and methodological tools, the sociotechnical
analysis and method as applied in this article have some advantages and limitations. Sec-
ond, the sociotechnical method enables one to track, quantify, and calculate the process
of different types of SIs. To our knowledge, this has never been done in the current SI
literature. Lastly, compared to a previous study published by [2], the article introduced
and demonstrated the relevance of two indicators to compare different SI processes: the
indices of reality and yield. By doing so, the article simplifies the STG so that any analyst
or scholar can follow the codification, quantification, calculation, and representation of the
dynamics of SIs’ collaborative processes.

From a practical perspective, the dimension of governance and the translation process
invites managers to carefully deploy attraction and retention mechanisms when facing
crucial actors (such as members of parliament and public health service in the case of the
LPT), highlighting the role of mobilization to turn these actors into allies. For example,
the attraction and retention of regulators, such as members of parliament and the public
health service would have allowed to avoid the failure of the LPT to become the new
standard solution, unlike the FBC, in which legitimacy has been enhanced by certifiers,
such as Ecocert and Quebec Vrai, who were important allies. One way to mobilize crucial
stakeholders is to make a “casting of allies” (i.e., the good role should go to the right actors)—
as shown by [2] (p. 537)—allies who have resources that enhance the legitimacy of the SI.
Here, the paper contributes to the literature by showing that governance dimension of SIs
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could be better managed through attraction and retention mechanisms of the translation
process. Depending on the intensity and systemic impact of SI, the attraction and retention
will be important mechanisms in the construction of an SI’s governance characteristics.

In conclusion, we contend that turning the managers’ narratives into sequences of
statements is not an easy task and presents some methodological limitations. In other
words, the use of texts as primary data presents some difficulties. Indeed, the statements
come from the retrospective narratives of SME managers. Under these conditions, biases
can appear in the data and the results. For example, a manager may have forgotten to relate
significant facts, thus altering the sociotechnical script and, therefore, the sociotechnical
diagrams. To reduce these biases, the interviews come from different managers within the
SMEs as well as diverse public and private documents, which provide different perspectives
on the collaborative process. Moreover, since the analyst manually coded the data, errors
can occur. In all these cases, the challenge for the analyst is to ensure that the managers’
narratives reflect reality as much as possible. In this study, one way of reducing this bias is
to obtain a systematic validation from the interlocutor(s) regarding the story, the narrative,
and the sequences of statements. Using specialized HyperCard software could also help to
systematically enter, code, and later analyze a large volume of data with fewer errors, as
conducted by Latour himself.

Furthermore, another theoretical limit of the study can be identified. Indeed, the article
does not show how the ideas, demands, or interests of stakeholders have changed during
the collaborative process of the SIs. For example: how obligatory passage points have
been constructed to interest the stakeholders [93]; how their different visions have been
reconciled; what were the words used by the stakeholders to express these reconciliations,
etc. In short, the article does not show much of the process of interpretation (vs. process of
collaboration) during the translation. Future studies that mobilize, for example, approaches
of sensemaking [119,120], or approaches relying on symbolic interpretivism [121], the
methodology of which varies between ethnography and discourse analysis, could refine
these aspects of the sociotechnical analysis.
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Appendix A

Table A1. List of press archives found about LPT (originally in French newspapers; the name of the company has been
removed).

Article Title Date Author Newspaper Number of Pages

1. Trois PME de l’industrie
chimique sont honorées 28 Juin 2003 - Les Affaires 1

2. La passion et l’anticipation: deux
ingrédients indispensables pour
faire lever l’innovation durable

12 Juin 2013 V.-P. Innovation et DD 3 E Colloque IDP 25

3. [ . . . ]: Créer un monde plus vert 20 Mars 2013 Pierre Turbis Le Courrier du Sud 2

4. La légionellose fait deux autres
morts à Québec 20 Août 2012 Pierre Pelchat Le Soleil 2

5. Entretien d’une tour d’eau: une
tâche complexe 20 Septembre 2012 Annie Mathieu Le Soleil 2

6. Légionellose à Québec. Le bilan
s’alourdit 28 Août 2012 - TVA Interactif 3

7. Légionellose: des édifices
publics non testés 2 Octobre 2012 Matthieu Boivin Le Soleil 2

8. Légionellose: l’entretien des
tours de refroidissement sera
règlementé

16 Janvier 2013 Matthieu Boivin Le Soleil 2

9. Légionellose: peu de risques à
Saint-Jean 5 Septembre 2012 - L’Écho de Saint-Jean 2

10. Chimie innovante: [ . . . ] devance
les règles 11 Février 2012 Patrick Bellerose Les Affaires, No: 6 2

11. Légionellose à Québec: Pas de
tests préventifs au Complexe
Jacques-Cartier

20 Septembre 2012 - TVA interactif 3

12. [ . . . ]—Grande gagnante du Prix
Innovation Chimie Verte 22 Novembre 2011 - Canada NewsWire 1

13. Quebec officials fight deadly
outbreak 28 Août 2012 - CTV News 2

14. Crise de la légionellose—[. . . ]
en appelle aux autorités à de
meilleures pratiques d’entretien
et de dépistage

19 Septembre 2012 - Canada NewsWire 2

15. Prix PerformAS 2009—Le
ministre Clément Gignac
applaudit le travail de
l’entreprise [ . . . ]

30 Octobre 2009 - Canada NewsWire 1

16. Éclosion de légionellose: Une
procédure courante, selon un
expert

21 Septembre 2012 Mathieu Boivin Le Soleil 1
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Appendix B

Table A2. List of press archives found about FBC (originally in French newspapers; the name of the company has been
removed).

Article Title Date Author Newspaper Number of Pages

1. Prêt à entreprendre 12 Septembre 2013 Martine Letarte La Presse 2

2. [ . . . ]: Un ADN vert 12 Juin 2013 Vice-president Colloque IDP 13

3. “Ça a été comme un coup de foudre”
[. . . ]. L’entreprise mise sur les
produits bio

1 Décembre 2007 Pierre Théroux Les Affaires 3

4. Construire une usine ou continuer de
sous-traiter. Le défi. [ . . . ], de
Montréal, doit décider si elle prendra
les rênes de sa production

10 Mai 2008 Marc Gosselin Les Affaires 3

5. Deux prix pour [. . . ] 15 Juillet 2007 - Affaires—Progrès Villeray,
73(10) 2

6. Du bio dans la trousse de maquillage 28 Mars 2013 Annie Lafrance Le Soleil 2

7. Les biocosmétiques et les [ . . . ] sont
une révélation 14 Juin 2011 - La Moisson 2

8. Le succès de [. . . ] souligné 15 Mai 2013 - 24 Heures Montréal 2

9. [ . . . ], une patronne pas comme les
autres 28 Octobre 2013 Emilie Laperrière La Presse 3

10. Mlle tout le monde: la femme
derrière [ . . . ] biocosmétiques 2013 Géraldine Zaccaardelli Boutique Biosphere 5

11. « Naturel » n’est pas une
certification! 19 Octobre 2010 Ève Dumas Cyberpresse 2

12. Produits cosmétiques bio: bientôt un
référentiel privé québécois 17 Juin 2013 Boualem Hadjouti GaïaPresse 3

13. [ . . . ], présidente de [. . . ]: Quand
cosmétique rime avec éthique 23 Décembre 2008 Pelletier-Legros,

Marie-Luce Métro (Montréal) 3

14. Vidéo: le défi de [. . . ] n’est pas la
production 2 Mai 2008 Marc Gosselin Les Affaires 2

15. [ . . . ] finaliste Concours québécois en
entrepreneuriat 20 Mai 2007 - Le Progrès Villeray, 73(2) 2

16. [ . . . ] remporte un Prix Desjardins
Entrepreneurs 1 Décembre 2009 - Nouvelles

Hochelaga-Maisonneuve, 2(48) 2

17. [ . . . ] multiplie les petits pots de
crème de façon équitable 19 Novembre 2011 Marie Lyan Les Affaires No: 42 3

18. [ . . . ] s’envole 26 Juin 2007 - Les Affaires 2

19. Quand le développement durable
change la façon de faire des affaires: [
. . . ] Des petits pots remplis de crème
équitable

29 Mai 2010 - Les Affaires—Cahier Spécial 3

20. [ . . . ] 29 Mai 2010 Anne-Marie Tremblay Les Affaires 2
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